We firstly formulate the energy efficiency (EE) maximization problem of joint user association and power allocation considering minimum data rate requirement of small cell users (SUEs) and maximum transmit power constraint of small cell base stations (SBSs), which is NP-hard. Then, we propose a dynamic coordinated multipoint joint transmission (CoMP-JT) algorithm to improve EE. In the first phase, SUEs are associated with the SBSs close to them to reduce the loss of power by the proposed user association algorithm, where the associated SBSs of each small cell user (SUE) form a dynamic CoMP-JT set. In the second phase, through the methods of fractional programming and successive convex approximation, we transform the EE maximization subproblem of power allocation for SBSs into a convex problem that can be solved by proposed power allocation optimization algorithm. Moreover, we show that the proposed solution has a much lower computational complexity than that of the optimal solution obtained by exhaustive search. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed solution has a better performance.
Introduction
In future 5G wireless network, EE improvement is arisen as a challenging issue [1] . Therefore, how to promote EE is of great significance. With the explosive increasing data traffic demands of users in 5G wireless cellular network, one of the prospective solutions for satisfying the data rate requirement of users and improving EE is the deployment of low power, low cost, and small coverage range SBSs. Small cell tier is an integral part of 5G heterogeneous cellular network architecture that can provide more opportunities for users to connect to the networks close to them, which will decrease power consumption [2, 3] .
However, due to the dense deployment and spectrum sharing of small cells, the interference among small cells becomes a key factor that influences EE of the network [4] .
On the one hand, several recent works [5] [6] [7] have adopted scheduling schemes to mitigate interference in small cell networks. In [5] , the authors studied the performance of different scheduling methods under distinct channel models with considering the intersite distance. In [6] , the authors formulated a fast convergent speed algorithm to solve the energy-efficient multijob scheduling function. In [7] , dynamic clustering framework of multicell scheduling based on graph was proposed to mitigate intercell interference in dense small cell networks, and channel-aware resource allocation was incorporated in the dynamic clustering framework to provide different levels of tunable quality of service. However, EE optimization for dynamic coordination among SBSs is not considered [5] [6] [7] .
On the other hand, some studies have discussed multicell CoMP transmission (CoMP) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] of cellular network. CoMP-JT is a promising technique that guarantees data availability at multiple coordinated SBSs transmitted to a user simultaneously to improve the received signal quality of the user and reduce intercell interference, which is proposed in Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) LTE-Advanced systems [8] . In [9] [10] [11] , the authors studied CoMP-JT from the aspects of throughput and coverage probability. However, EE optimization is not considered. In [12] , the authors proposed two algorithms to tackle the problem of minimizing backhaul user data transfer by establishing CoMP joint processing beamforming matrix of multicell. In [13, 14] , the authors formulated EE maximization problem with global precoding matrix design. However, the beamforming and precoding matrix of global optimization are complex and difficult to realize in practical systems [12] [13] [14] . In [15] , the authors proposed a distributed algorithm to solve the weighted EE maxmin fairness problem for CoMP systems. However, dynamic coordinated transmission among SBSs is not considered.
Unlike existing literature, a dynamic CoMP-JT algorithm considering user association, power allocation, and minimum data rate requirement of SUEs is proposed in this paper to mitigate interference and maximize EE.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(i) We utilize dynamic CoMP-JT as an interference management technique to mitigate interference and improve EE, where minimum data rate requirements of SUEs and maximum transmit power constraint of SBSs are considered.
(ii) We propose to solve the NP-hard problem of EE maximization through the proposed dynamic CoMP-JT algorithm. In the first phase, each SUE is associated with SBSs close to them to reduce the loss of power by the proposed user association algorithm. In the second phase, we transform the formulated EE optimization problem into a convex problem by methods of fractional programming and successive convex approximation. Finally, we solve the formulated problem by the proposed power allocation optimization algorithm.
(iii) We analyze the computational complexities of the optimal solution and the proposed solution and compare the performance of near-optimal solution, no-CoMP, and random-CoMP with the proposed solution.
The rest of this paper organized as follows. The system model and problem formulation are given in Section 2. In Section 3, the dynamic CoMP-JT algorithm is proposed. In Section 4, numerical results are given. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.
System Model and Problem Formulation
Our system model is depicted in Figure 1 . We consider a downlink orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) network, where macrocell tier and small cell tier are allocated with orthogonal spectrums. Therefore, there is no cross-tier interference and we focus on the EE analysis of small cell tier, where only the interference between SBSs and SUEs is considered. Assume that SUEs are randomly and uniformly distributed in the coverage region of SBSs. Let = {1, 2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ , S} denote the set of all SBSs with low transmit power and = {1, 2, ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ U} denote the set of SUEs. We will next derive the optimization problem of EE, where the EE is defined as the transmitted bits per unit energy consumption and equals the ratio of the sum data rate to the total power consumption. We define a SU × 1 vector p = (p 1 , p 2 , ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ p ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ p S ) to represent the power of all SBSs allocate for all SUEs, where p = ( 1 , 2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ u ) denotes the power of SBSs allocated for SUE 1 to SUE U. Let x denote a binary vector to represent the association relationship between SBSs and SUEs. Its element is an association indicator decision variable ∈ {0, 1} denoting whether SBS is associated with SUE , = 1, if SBS is associated with SUE ; otherwise = 0. From [16] , we can derive the received signal strength of SUE associated with one or more SBSs as follows:
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where the first part of the denominator denotes the interference of SUE from the noncooperating SBSs. The second part of denominator 2 is the power of additive white Gaussian noise. Furthermore, we can get the data rate of SUE as follows:
where Δ is the bandwidth of the network. The power consumption of SUE can be also derived as
where is the power consumption of backhaul. Δ is a constant concerning the power amplifier efficiency and denotes the circuit power consumption.
Then, we can formulate the EE maximization problem of joint user association and power allocation as follows:
where (5a) specifies the minimum system data rate requirement min of SUE . Equation (5b) is the individual maximum transmit power constraint max of SBS . Equations (5c) and (5d) are CoMP-JT constraint, which guarantees that one SBS can only be associated with one SUE and one SUE can be served by one or more SBSs.
Owing to the NP-hardness of joint user association and power allocation, obtaining its optimal solution by exhaustive scheme will incur unaffordable computational complexity [17, 18] . Therefore, we propose a dynamic CoMP-JT algorithm to solve problem (5).
Dynamic COMP-JT Algorithm
The proposed dynamic CoMP-JT algorithm consists of two phases, which are user association forming the CoMP-JT set and power allocation optimization.
Proposed User Association Algorithm.
In this phase, we will determine the association relationship between SBSs and SUEs by the proposed user association algorithm.
According to the path loss from SBSs to SUEs, we firstly determine the size and the set of CoMP-JT SBSs for each SUE. Let denote the set of associated SBSs of SUE and denote the set of SBSs that has not been chosen by other SUEs. In each round, we add the SBS with the minimum path loss for SUE from the set to the set of associated SBSs of SUE according to the principle = ∪ arg min ∈ {PL }, where the path loss from SBS to SUE is PL in our model. We will repeat the above procedure until = . Since SBSs are densely deployed in our considered scenario, therefore, each SUE can be associated with at least one SBS in our proposed user association algorithm. Moreover, SUEs can be associated with the SBSs close to them because the path losses between SBSs and SUEs are small in dense small cell networks. The proposed user association algorithm ensures that SUEs associated with the SBSs near them are within the communication range through the condition PL < PL 0 ; i.e., SBSs and SUEs should be matched with each other through the bidirectional selection method that SUEs choose their serving SBSs; meanwhile SBSs choose the associated SUEs in their coverage range. To further reduce path loss and save power consumption, we traverse and find all the possible CoMP-JT user association cases through polling all the orders that SUEs choose their associated SBSs. The detail description of the proposed user algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
Power Allocation Optimization.
In this phase, we will optimize power allocation of SBSs to improve EE. According to the established association relationship between SBSs and SUEs of the former phase, the EE maximization problem of the network with CoMP-JT can be transformed as follows:
:
Compared (6) with (5), we can observe that the EE maximization problem in (6) is determined by the power allocation vector of SBSs since user association vector x has been determined in the proposed user association algorithm.
As the problem in [13, 14, 19] , the optimization problem (6) with an objective function in fractional form, we use the method of fractional programming that equivalently convert the objective function to subtractive form as follows:
. . (6 ) , (6 ) .
The objective function in (7) can be transformed as where
and
Since (6a) is nonconvex constraint, we rearrange (6a) in (7) and an equivalent convex linear form (6a ) can be derived as follows:
Hence, optimization problem (7) is equivalent to
Therefore, the objective (p) − (p) in (12) is the difference between two concave functions program. The gradient of (p) at power p is given by
where k ( ) = 0 and ∈ ; k ( ) = ℎ / ln 2, ∉ . Then, we adopt successive convex approximation method to approximate (p) by its tangent function (p) ≈ (p ) + ∇ (p )(p − p ) at each step; we can obtain the optimization problem as follows:
. . (6 ) , (6 ) . (14) Now, (14) is a standard convex optimization problem, and interior point method in [20] can be applied to solve it.
We transverse all the possible CoMP-JT user association cases obtained in Algorithm 1 and further get optimal EE solution for each user association case through power allocation optimization Algorithm 2. Finally, we can find the maximization value of EE in all the possible user association cases. The detail description of power allocation optimization process is shown in Algorithm 2.
Complexity Analysis.
In this section, we analyze the computational complexities of the optimal and the proposed solutions. Finding optimal solution needs to exhaust all the association cases. Thus the computational complexity of optimal association is (S!/((S − ∑
, where denotes the number of associated SBSs of SUE . However, Algorithm 1 firstly chooses the SBSs in with the minimum path loss for SUEs, which requires a computational complexity (C U S ). Then, Algorithm 1 needs to repeat the above procedure until = , which requires a computational complexity not larger than (C U S−( −1)U ) in the round. Moreover, Algorithm 1 needs to transverse all the user association cases in outer circulation with the computational complexity U. Therefore, Algorithm 1 requires a computational complexity no larger than (U * (C U S + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + C U S−( −1)U )), which is much lower than that of the optimal scheme. Suppose that the maximum outer power iterative of interior point scheme is N max and the computational complexity of applying the successive convex approximation scheme depends on the outer iteration and iterative solution of each step; thus the overall computational complexity of interior point scheme is (N max SU) . So the overall computational complexity of 1: Initialization: Set = 0, initial power vector p 0 ∈ (0, p max ), minimum value of EE low , maximum value of EE high , and = (( low + high )/ )( ∈ ( * \1)), and iterative terminal condition of EE > 0. 2: Repeat 3: Solve (14) and obtain optimal value p * by interior point method.
4: Update p ( +1) = p * , = + 1. 5: until convergence. 6: Obtain p ( ) and the maximum value of EE * .
Algorithm 2: Power allocation optimization algorithm.
. However, we need to traverse all the power values for the optimal solution, which has a complexity of Q U , where Q is the number of quantified power allocation values for each SUE of a SBS. So the overall computational complexity of the optimal solution is (
) × U! × !)). Consequently, our proposed solution has a notably reduced complexity compared with the optimal solution.
Simulation Results
In our simulation, all the SUEs and SBSs are randomly and uniformly distributed in the area of 40m * 40m. We consider that the channel model includes path loss, Rayleigh, and shadowing fading, where the path loss from SBS to SUE is given by PL = 38.46 + 20 × log10(d ), where d denotes the distance between SBS and SUE , with the unit . The shadowing standard deviations are 8 dB for the link between SBS and the SUE [21] . Besides, PL 0 = 58.46 dB, which is calculated by assuming the coverage radius of each SBS is 10 . Figure 2 plots EE with respect to the iteration number under different maximum transmit powers of SBSs, and Figure 3 plots (p)− (p) with respect to the iteration number under different initial iterative transmit power values. We can observe that the proposed dynamic COMP-JT Algorithm can quickly converge to the stable EE maximization solution, which confirms the fact that the proposed solution has a considerable convergence property.
Next, we compare the proposed solution with the following solutions:
(i) Near-optimal solution: Algorithm 1 is adopted as the user association scheme. Moreover, since the power allocation vector is continuous, therefore, we firstly equally quantify each power allocation variable into 20 values in [0, max ] and then we need to exhaustively traverse the quantified 20 U values into the objective function to obtain near-optimal solution.
(ii) SecondNear-CoMP [16] : We assume that system bandwidth is shared by all the SUEs, and SUEs are associated with the nearest SBS and the SBS (except the serving SBS) nearest to the SUE from the set of SBSs which has not been chosen by other SUEs as their coordinated multipoint joint transmission (CoMP-JT) SBSs. Moreover, Algorithm 2 is adopted as the power allocation optimization algorithm. We call this method SecondNear-CoMP solution.
(iii) No-CoMP [19] : Each SUE is associated with the nearest SBS that has not been associated with other SUEs. Moreover, Algorithm 2 is adopted as the power allocation optimization algorithm.
(iv) Random-CoMP: Each SUE is randomly associated with the SBSs close to it as Algorithm 1. Besides, Algorithm 2 is adopted as the power allocation optimization algorithm. Figure 4 shows the EE with respect to different data rate requirement of SUEs, where max =1w and the number of SUEs and SBSs is 16 and 22, respectively. Since obtaining the optimal solution of problem (5) by exhaustive search will incur prohibitive computational complexity in dense small cell network, thus, an efficient near-optimal solution of power allocation is used in (5), where 20 uniformly quantified power allocation values for each SUE of a SBS are traversed. We can observe the performance gap between the proposed and the optimal solution becomes a little larger when increases. Nevertheless, the proposed solution has a significantly reduced computational complexity. Besides, we can intuitively observe that the proposed CoMP-JT scheme has a better performance than the other three schemes and random CoMP-JT scheme has a better performance than transmission without CoMP when min becomes larger. The reason is that the proposed CoMP-JT ensures that SUEs are associated near SBSs with lower path losses. Moreover, CoMP-JT schemes can satisfy higher min by exploiting interference through constructing CoMP-JT set. Figure 5 depicts the EE with respect to different number of SBSs, where max =1w, min =20kbps, and the number of SUEs is 16. We can observe the performance gap between the proposed and the optimal solution becomes a little larger with the increasing number of SBSs. The reason is that computational complexity increases with the number of deployed SBSs. Besides, we can observe that the performance of our proposed CoMP-JT scheme is better than the other three schemes. The reason is that our proposed scheme guarantees that SUEs are associated with SBSs closer to them, which will reduce the loss of power. Moreover, the EE decreases with increasing min and the number of SUEs in Figures 4 and 5 , respectively. The reason is that interference increases in dense small cell networks.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have firstly established EE maximization problem of joint user association and power allocation considering minimum data rate requirement of SUEs and maximum transmit power constraint of SBSs. Then, a dynamic CoMP-JT algorithm has been proposed to solve the formulated problem. In the first phase, SUEs have been associated with the SBSs close to them within the communication range to reduce the loss of power. In the second phase, through the methods of fractional programming and successive convex approximation, the EE maximization problem has been transformed into a convex problem that was solved by the given power allocation optimization algorithm. Moreover, we have analyzed the fact that the proposed dynamic CoMP-JT solution has a much lower computational complexity than the optimal solution. In the simulation, the performance of the proposed solution has been compared with nearoptimal, SecondNear-CoMP, no-CoMP, and random-CoMP solutions, which demonstrate that the proposed algorithm has a better performance.
Data Availability
The data is based on our established network model.
